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Investigation is a basic activity in criminal proceeding; power of 
investigation is both a powerful weapon to fight against crime and possible 
infringement of freedom. It will infringe civil rights when it is abused. Our 
investigation procedures are so encapsulated that the investigation organs 
have too much discretion when adopting a lot of criminal compulsory 
measures and coercive investigation means to restrict or deprive of citizens' 
legitimate rights without a judicial review. The positive and active features 
of investigation power require effective restrictions on the exercises of it. 
In our country it is the legal supervision organs and procuratorial 
organs to be responsible for supervisory duties of investigation activities. 
However, due to the reasons such as irrational relationship between 
investigation and prosecutorial systems, the limited scope of supervision 
over investigation, the insufficiency of supervision methods over 
investigation as well as lack of guarantee measures on supervision, the 
current mechanism of supervision over investigation fails to effectively 
monitor the legitimacy of investigation activities. The supervision work 
over investigation is facing many problems and difficulties which is rather 
adverse to the protection of citizen’s legitimate rights in a criminal suit . So 

















analyze the status quo and deficiency of current supervision mechanism 
over investigation.  
On this basis, the article proposes countermeasures to strengthen the 
functions of supervision over investigation; it emphasizes the establishment 
of high effective and pragmatic mechanism of supervision over 
investigation from the judicial practice. First, we should straighten the 
relationship between investigation and procuratorial organs, perfect the 
legislation and heighten our awareness to guarantee the authority of the 
procuratorial organs as supervisor of law; second , it proposes strengthening 
the guarantee right of supervision over investigation and making clear the 
law effects of supervision and restriction in order to practically safeguard 
procuratorial authority to perform supervisory duties over investigation. 
Finally, in allusion to the disadvantages that investigation procedures are 
too closed and the scope of supervision over investigation is too narrow, we 
should strengthen the external control of investigation activities and the 
article proposes establishing a mechanism of timely intervention, a 
mechanism of investigation guidance as well as a contact and monitor 
mechanism with the police station which are suitable to the practice in the 
current legal framework; in addition, it puts forward its own opinions as for 
the specific questions in practice and regards it an effective way to solve the 















which can contribute to better monitor the legitimacy and effectiveness of 
investigation activities. 
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前  言  
1 
前  言 
自 2000年 9月全国第一次侦查监督工作会议明确将审查逮捕部门更
名为侦查监督部门以来，侦查监督部门的三大职责得以确认，即审查逮
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